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Gates in error-prone quantum information processors are often modeled using sets of one- and two-
qubit process matrices, the standard model of quantum errors. However, the results of quantum
circuits on real processors often depend on additional external “context” variables. Such contexts
may include the state of a spectator qubit, the time of data collection, or the temperature of control
electronics. In this article we demonstrate a suite of simple, widely applicable, and statistically
rigorous methods for detecting context dependence in quantum circuit experiments. They can be
used on any data that comprise two or more “pools” of measurement results obtained by repeating
the same set of quantum circuits in different contexts. These tools may be integrated seamlessly
into standard quantum device characterization techniques, like randomized benchmarking or tomog-
raphy. We experimentally demonstrate these methods by detecting and quantifying crosstalk and
drift on the publicly accessible 16-qubit ibmqx3.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum characterization, verification, and validation
(QCVV) [1–21] tools provide a ways to probe the in situ
behavior of quantum information processing hardware.
Most QCVV protocols assume a “standard model” of er-
rors in which each imperfect quantum operation is rep-
resented by a single, completely positive, trace preserv-
ing (CPTP) linear map on density matrices (i.e., a pro-
cess matrix ). Although this model can describe many
deviations from ideal behavior, including coherent er-
rors caused by a fixed Hamiltonian and stochastic errors
caused by white noise fluctuations, there are many other
possible failure modes whose impacts on both quantum
error correction (QEC) and near-term quantum informa-
tion processing applications are not yet well understood.
Many of them manifest as dependence of the error pro-
cess on some external variable, or context, that isn’t sup-
posed to affect qubit behavior [22]. For example, an error
rate might drift over time [4, 23–25], or increase when a
nearby qubit is being measured or driven [7–9, 26–28].
These effects are important in their own right. They
might contribute significantly to the device’s total ob-
served error rate [7–9], and they may have consequences
for QEC [26, 29–33]. Context dependence is also im-
portant because it can interfere with standard QCVV
techniques such as randomized benchmarking (RB) [5–
21] or gate-set tomography (GST) [1–4], and potentially
invalidate conclusions drawn from them [25].
In this paper we propose and demonstrate a practi-
cal, statistically rigorous toolkit for detecting whether a
quantum circuit’s observable behavior depends on exter-
nal variables. The underlying statistical tasks here are
old and well studied [34–37], so we make no claims of
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FIG. 1. An illustration of how to detect and quantify context
dependence in a quantum information processor by repeatedly
performing a quantum circuit in two or more contexts. In this
simple example, a Bell state is prepared during two different
time periods (am/pm), to test for time variation; or while an
adjacent pair of qubits is or is not being driven, to test for
crosstalk. The measurement outcome frequencies for the two
contexts are compared to determine if the circuit behavior is
the same across contexts. If not, the change is quantified.
Multiple test circuits and a physical model of the device can
sometimes enable identification of the underlying cause and
indicate the size of the effect.
statistical novelty. Instead, our focus is on choosing and
harnessing established statistical techniques for detect-
ing context dependence in QCVV, using the type of data
most often found in quantum device characterization and
circuit-based experiments. Almost all such experiments
generate count data: the aggregated outcomes of N rep-
etitions of one or more quantum circuits that each begin
with a state preparation and end with a measurement.
Usually, all the measurement results for a single circuit
are collected into a single “pool”. This precludes testing
for variation, because a single pool of counts is always
perfectly consistent with a single underlying set of prob-
abilities for the observed outcomes. However, some data
have additional structure, such as time stamps, that de-
fine a natural division into two or more pools that are
each associated with a different “context”. Then, we can
look for significant variation in the circuit behavior be-
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2tween contexts (Fig. 1). For example, flipping two coins
100 times and getting 49 heads for one coin and 55 for
the other is intuitively consistent with the claim that the
coins are identically biased; the variation is typical of
random finite-sample fluctuations. Observing instead 28
heads for one coin and 72 heads for the other is strong ev-
idence that the coins actually have different biases. We
can address this question formally using statistical hy-
pothesis testing, a standard framework for rigorously de-
ciding if there is sufficient evidence to reject a base as-
sumption, known as a null hypothesis. In the tools we
propose, our null hypothesis is that there is no context
dependence, and we seek statistically significant evidence
in the data to the contrary.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II we
present hypothesis testing techniques for detecting con-
text dependence in count data from one or more circuits.
In Section III we adapt these context dependence detec-
tion tools to the task of context dependence quantifica-
tion. In Section IV we simulate applying these techniques
to detect drift, demonstrating that these methods can
clearly highlight context-dependent errors. In Section V
we apply our techniques to drift and crosstalk detection
and quantification on the ibmqx3 [38], a publicly acces-
sible superconducting quantum processor. In Section VI
we discuss the relationship between our tools and simul-
taneous RB [7], a popular crosstalk quantification tech-
nique, and we conclude in Section VII.
II. DETECTING CONTEXT DEPENDENCE
A. Single circuit data
First, we consider how to detect context dependence
in a single quantum circuit. Suppose this circuit has
M ≥ 2 possible measurement outcomes, indexed by m =
1, 2, . . . ,M . In general, if a circuit has n qubits (and
all n qubits are read out at the end of the circuit), then
M = 2n. Note that we could also choose to measure
only a subset of the qubits in the system, or marginalize
multi-qubit data over some of the qubits. Let this circuit
be performed repeatedly in each of C different contexts,
indexed c = 1, 2, . . . , C. For example, the contexts might
correspond to distinct time intervals, or to driving (or
not driving) neighboring qubits (see Fig. 1). For each
context c, the circuit defines a probability distribution
over the possible measurement results
pc = (pc,1, pc,2, . . . , pc,M ). (1)
These are probabilities for obtaining each of the M
measurement outcomes, after averaging over any other
unaccounted-for contexts that might vary within a c-
indexed context. For example, time is a continuously
varying context variable, and a time period context is a
coarse-graining over time. Thus, in this example each pc
is the probability distribution after this time-averaging.
An experiment consists of running our circuit Nc times
in each context c and recording the total counts for each
measurement outcome m. This effectively samples from
each of the the pc distributions, producing measurement
results x = {xc}. Here
xc = (xc,1, xc,2, . . . , xc,M ), (2)
is a vector of positive integers summing to Nc, represent-
ing the observed counts from Nc repeats of the circuit in
context c. In terms of the data, context independence
holds iff all of the data were drawn from the same under-
lying probability distribution p0. To detect context de-
pendence we therefore ask whether the measurement re-
sults in different contexts are consistent with being drawn
from a single distribution. This is a hypothesis testing
problem: we are looking for evidence to reject the null
hypothesis that the underlying distributions are context
independent.
In general, hypothesis testing is the following proce-
dure:
1. Choose a statistic. This is a function Λ from the
space of all possible experimental results to R.
2. Choose a significance threshold level α ∈ (0, 1). A
popular choice is α = 5%, corresponding to a 95%
confidence.
3. Collect data (x) and evaluate Λ(x).
4. Calculate the p-value (p) of Λ(x). This is the prob-
ability of observing a value of Λ that is at least as
extreme as Λ(x) if the null hypothesis is true.
5. Reject the null hypothesis if p < α. Here, rejecting
the null hypothesis means detecting context depen-
dence.
Any procedure of this form ensures that the probabil-
ity of falsely detecting context dependence is at most α.
Within this constraint, it is desirable to choose a proce-
dure – i.e., a statistic – with high power to detect context
dependence if it is present. For general hypothesis test-
ing, there is no universally optimal statistic except for
the simplest problems [35], but the log-likelihood ratio
(LLR) statistic is canonical and popular, and we have
found it to be convenient and powerful.
For data x, a statistical model parameterized by θ ∈
H for some parameter space H, and a null-hypothesis
subspace H0 ⊂ H, the LLR is defined as
λ := −2 log[L(θˆ0)/L(θˆ)], (3)
where L(θ) = Pr(θ |x) is the likelihood function, θˆ0
is the maximum likelihood estimate of θ over the null-
hypothesis subspaceH0, and θˆ is the maximum likelihood
estimate of θ over the full parameter spaceH [34–36]. For
our problem, we have
1. H0: the null hypothesis that pc = p0 for all c.
The maximum likelihood estimate over the null hy-
pothesis space is pˆ0 = N
−1(x1, x2, . . . , xM ), with
3xm =
∑
c xc,m counts obtained by aggregating over
contexts, and N =
∑
cNc.
2. H: the alternative hypothesis that each pc is inde-
pendent. The maximum likelihood estimate under
the alternative hypothesis is pˆc = xc/Nc.
Via basic multinomial statistics, the LLR is then
λ = −2
M∑
m=1
[
xm log
(xm
N
)
−
C∑
c=1
xc,m log
(
xc,m
Nc
)]
. (4)
To compute p-values, we appeal to Wilks’ theorem [36].
It states that if the null hypothesis holds, as the number
of samples → ∞, the LLR converges to a χ2k random
variable, where k = l − l0 and l (resp., l0) is the number
of free parameters in the full (resp., null) model [34–36].
Each probability vector contains M − 1 free parameters
(M probabilities summing to 1), so l = C(M − 1) and
l0 = (M − 1). If Nc  1, then under the null hypothesis
λ is approximately χ2k distributed, with
k = (C − 1)(M − 1). (5)
The p-value of an observed λ is therefore approximated
by
p ≈ 1− Fk(λ), (6)
where Fk is the χ
2
k cumulative distribution function. For
pre-specified α, we say that context dependence has been
detected at significance α if p < α. We call this simple
primitive the individual circuit test (ICT), because it ap-
plies to data from a single circuit.
Here is a simple example of how the ICT can be used
to detect context dependence. Consider a 1-qubit cir-
cuit comprising preparation of |0〉, application of Xpi/2 =
exp(−ipiσx/4), and measurement of σz. It is performed
in two contexts: (1) while a neighbor qubit sits idle; (2)
while the neighbor is driven in some fashion. Now, sup-
pose the operations are perfect under Context 1, but the
driving in Context 2 causes the Xpi/2 gate to over-rotate:
Xpi/2 → exp(−i1.1piσx/4). We chose a significance level
of 5%, and simulated 200 repetitions of the circuit in each
context, observing 99 “0” outcomes in Context 1 and 131
in Context 2. Putting this data into Eqs. (4 – 6) with
C = 2 and M = 2, we find that the p-value is p ≈ 0.1%.
This is easily significant at the 5% level (p < 5%), so con-
text dependence was detected in this simulated experi-
ment. We also simulated a scenario where driving did not
cause any change, and this time obtained 108 “0” counts
in Context 1 and 107 in Context 2. Calculated in the
same way, the p-value for this data was p ≈ 92%, so con-
text independence was not rejected. If we repeated this
simulation many times, in the latter case where there is
no context dependence we’d expect to erroneously detect
context dependence in 5% of the trials.
B. Multi-circuit data
Many quantum circuit based experiments involve col-
lecting data from multiple distinct circuits, as is the
case for most QCVV techniques, including all RB pro-
tocols [5–21], GST [1–4] and other tomographic meth-
ods [39, 40]. We now extend the context dependence
detection method presented above to the multi-circuit
scenario. Consider Q circuits indexed q = 1, 2, . . . , Q,
each with M possible outcomes, indexed m = 1, 2, . . .M
[41]. These circuits are all implemented in each of C
contexts, again indexed by c for c = 1, 2, . . . , C. Slightly
generalizing the notation of Eq. (1), let
pq,c = (pq,c,1, pq,c,2, . . . , pq,c,M ), (7)
denote the underlying probability distribution for circuit
q in context c. As before, a particular circuit is context
independent iff all pq,c = pq,0 for some circuit-dependent
pq,0. All of the circuits are context independent if this
holds for all circuits q.
Consider data generated by Nq,c repeats of circuit q in
context c. Let xq,c,m denote counts data for outcome m
of circuit q in context c, with the full set of data denoted
by
x = {xq,c = (xq,c,1, xq,c,2, . . . , xq,c,M )}. (8)
There are many ways to test for context dependence with
multi-circuit data of this sort. Most obviously, we could
apply the ICT defined above to the data from each cir-
cuit, to separately test for context dependence in each
circuit. However, implementing all Q ICTs involves im-
plementing multiple statistical hypothesis tests, and it is
necessary to take this into account. If the null hypothesis
is true, and we naively implement T independent hypoth-
esis tests all at some fixed significance α, then we expect
approximately αT of the tests to falsely reject the null
hypothesis just by random chance. In fact, the probabil-
ity of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis in at least one
test will converge to 1 as T increases.
To keep the probability of false detection in one or
more tests – known as the family-wise error rate (FWER)
[35, 42] – to at most α, it is necessary to adjust the sig-
nificance of the individual tests. The simplest solution
is the generalized Bonferroni correction [35, 42]: For any
tests implemented together, a FWER of at most α can be
obtained by setting the “local” significance level of test
i to αi = αwi for any wi ≥ 0 satisfying
∑
i wi = 1. Im-
plementing all Q ICTs with each significance set to α/Q
is therefore sufficient to maintain a global significance of
α. However, the Bonferroni correction is unnecessarily
conservative, so we will use a strictly more powerful cor-
rection.
Because the λq are independent under the null hypoth-
esis, where λq is the LLR for circuit q, we can implement
the ICTs with a Hochberg correction [42, 43][44]. In this
setting, the Hochberg correction keeps the FWER to at
most α using the following procedure:
41. Order the Q p-values from smallest to largest: p(1),
p(2), . . . , p(Q).
2. Find the largest l such that p(l) ≤ α/(Q − l + 1),
denoting this integer by lmax.
3. Reject the null hypothesis (context independence)
for all circuits with p-values smaller than
pthreshold = α/(Q− lmax + 1). (9)
Hereafter, we use this multi-test correction procedure
used for the ICTs herein. Note that pthreshold is not a
true threshold for the statistical significance of a p-value,
in the sense that it depends on the data. We therefore
refer to it instead as a “pseudo-threshold”. Sometimes
it is convenient to convert this to a pseudo-threshold
above which the LLR of a circuit is significant. Inverting
Eq. (6), this is given by
λthreshold = F
−1
k (1− pthreshold), (10)
where k is the degrees of freedom per circuit, in Eq. (5),
and F−1k is the inverse cumulative distribution function
for the χ2k distribution.
The ICTs are often not the most sensitive for deciding
whether there is context dependence in at least one cir-
cuit. In particular, there are tests that are more sensitive
to context dependence that is distributed uniformly over
all the circuits. A complementary test statistic, powerful
for detecting uniformly distributed context dependence,
is the aggregate LLR
λagg =
Q∑
q=1
λq, (11)
where, again, λq is the LLR for circuit q. This is the LLR
between the null hypothesis of context independence in
all circuits and the full context dependence model. That
is, it is the LLR between the model whereby pq,c = pq,0
for some pq,0 and all q, and the model whereby all the
pq,c are independent. Therefore, when the null hypothe-
sis holds, λagg approximately follows a χ
2
kagg
distribution
with
kagg = Q(C − 1)(M − 1). (12)
For k  1, the χ2k distribution is approximately nor-
mal with mean k and variance 1/(2k). Therefore, in the
common situation of Q  1, a convenient and intuitive
way to express the statistical significance of λagg is as
the number of standard deviations by which it exceeds
its expected context-independent value. This is given by
Nσ = λagg − kagg√
2kagg
. (13)
In our experience, the p-value of the aggregate LLR is
often vanishingly small (see, e.g., Sec. IV), soNσ provides
an alternative measure of statistical significance that is
on a more convenient scale. It is sometimes useful to
have a threshold for α significance of the Nσ, and this is
given by
Nσ,threshold =
F−1kagg(1− α)− kagg√
2kagg
. (14)
When Q 1, this is essentially identical to the standard
significance thresholds for standard deviations above the
mean with a normal distribution.
Although the aggregate LLR test is often more sen-
sitive, the ICTs are useful because they indicate which
circuits vary. This can constitute helpful diagnostic in-
formation, as demonstrated later. We can strike a bal-
ance between these tests by implementing the set of ICTs
and the aggregate test, with significance levels adjusted
appropriately. A reasonable strategy, which we adopt
for the simulations and experiments in this paper, is the
following. For a user-specified global significance α:
1. Implement the aggregate test at significance level
α/2. If context dependence is detected set β = α;
otherwise set β = α/2.
2. Implement the ICTs using a Hochberg correction
at a significance of β.
This type of multi-test compensation is based on the
closed test principle (a generalization of the Bonferroni
correction), and it controls the FWER to be at most
α [45].
C. Choosing the circuits
The context dependence detection methods that we
have proposed in this section can be applied to data from
almost any set of circuits. They can be bolted on to
almost any device characterization protocol. However,
if context dependence detection is a high priority, it is
often useful to choose circuits that are sensitive to all
the parameters that might vary with context. GST cir-
cuits [1–4] are one reasonable choice, because they are
informationally complete for tomography of gates, state
preparations and measurements (SPAM). If context de-
pendence manifests as an observable dependence of gate
or SPAM process matrices on the context, at least one
GST circuit will be sensitive to it. We use GST circuits
in our examples below.
Using our tools on data from GST circuits does not
require implementing the tomographic reconstructions of
GST. Tomographic reconstructions using the data from
each context are nevertheless clearly possible with GST
data. This naturally raises the question of what our
tools add that couldn’t be achieved as easily with to-
mography. Our tools have three distinct advantages over
tomography, which highlight how they complement any
tomographic data analysis. First, precise tomography
5require large amounts of data and many individual cir-
cuits, whereas detecting context dependence can often be
achieved using few circuits and/or less data. Second, to-
mographic methods are based on fitting a model, and be-
come unreliable if this model does not accurately describe
the system [25]. In contrast, these direct context depen-
dence detection tools require no model of the underlying
operations (the gates and SPAM). Finally, tomography
is computationally expensive, but the tools here require
only very simple classical computation.
III. QUANTIFYING CONTEXT DEPENDENCE
The detection methods presented in the previous sec-
tion test whether or not there is statistically significant
evidence of context dependence; when used rigorously
they only report “yes” or “no”. In general, the value of a
test statistic will not necessarily quantify the “strength”
of a detected effect. Neither the magnitude of the LLR
for each circuit, nor the aggregate LLR, nor the associ-
ated p-values, nor the aggregate Nσ directly quantify the
strength of context dependence. Instead, they quantify
our confidence that context dependence exists. If there is
any context dependence in one or more circuits then, as
we take more data, both λagg and Nσ will increase with-
out bound. Arguably, the most interesting metrics of
context dependence “strength” would describe the vari-
ation of an underlying gate/SPAM error rate, but this
is the domain of specific QCVV protocols (e.g. RB or
GST). In the very general framework of this paper, the
most we can do is to quantify the strength of each indi-
vidual circuit’s context dependence. This is equivalent to
estimating how much the circuit’s outcome probabilities
change between contexts, and there are many ways to do
this.
A. Jensen-Shannon Divergence
The simplest way to quantify context dependence is to
rescale the per-circuit LLRs to
JSDq =
λq
2Nq
, (15)
where Nq =
∑
cNq,c. As suggested by this notation,
JSDq provides an estimate of the Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence (JSD) of the underlying probability distributions.
For probability distributions Pc over M events, with
c = 1, 2, . . . , C, and some weightings pic with
∑
c pic = 1,
the JSD is defined by [46]
JSD{pic}(P1, . . . , PC) = H
(
C∑
c=1
picPc
)
−
C∑
c=1
picH(Pc),
where H(P ) is the Shannon entropy of the probability
distribution P given by
H(P ) = −
M∑
m=1
P (m) logP (m). (16)
The JSDq quantity defined in Eq. (15) is in fact the JSD
(with a particular weighting) of the maximum likelihood
estimates of the pc, so we call JSDq the observed JSD.
This can be shown directly by letting Pc(m) → xc,m/Nc
and taking pic = Nc/N (where N =
∑
cNc), in the defi-
nition of JSD.
The observed JSD is an estimate of the JSD of the
underlying probability distributions for circuit q. Even if
there is no context dependence, however, each JSDq will
almost always be non-zero due to ordinary finite-sample
fluctuations. Thus JSDq is significantly different from
zero only if it is greater than
JSDthreshold =
λthreshold
2N
, (17)
where λthreshold is the LLR pseudo-threshold of Eq. (10).
Implicit in this relation is the fact that λq and JSDq are
entirely equivalent test statistics.
B. Total variation distance
JSD quantifies statistical distinguishability between
probability distributions and their average [46], so an es-
timate of the underlying JSD is a well-motivated measure
of the context dependence of a circuit. However, there
are other metrics with other meanings. One commonly
used in quantum information is the total variation dis-
tance (TVD) [47]. The TVD between two distributions
P1 and P2 over M events, is
TVD(P1, P2) =
1
2
M∑
m=1
|P1(m)− P2(m)|. (18)
The observed TVD for circuit q (TVDq) is naturally de-
fined by
TVDq =
1
2
M∑
m=1
∣∣∣∣x1,mN1 − x2,mN2
∣∣∣∣ . (19)
Here the contexts are indexed “1” and “2”, because the
TVD is only defined between two contexts, i.e., when
C = 2.
Even if there is no context dependence, observed TVDs
between two contexts are generally non-zero because of
finite-sample fluctuations. It is often useful to correct
for this. Unlike the observed JSD, however, the observed
TVD is not simply related to the LLR so there is no sim-
ple seudo-threshold for TVDq. Instead, we introduce the
statistically significant total variation distance (SSTVD).
If statistically significant variation is detected for circuit
6q using the ICTs, we report SSTVDq = TVDq for that
circuit; when no statistically significant context depen-
dence is detected, the circuit has no SSTVD. That is,
SSTVDq =
{
TVDq if λq > λthreshold,
null else.
(20)
Note that we do not define SSTVDq to be zero when
λq ≤ λthreshold. Failure to detect context dependence
does not imply that this circuit is probably context in-
dependent. This is because not rejecting a null hypoth-
esis in a hypothesis test does not imply anything about
whether that null hypothesis is true. For example, one
or more λq could be just below the pseudo-threshold at
a global 5% significance and above the pseudo-threshold
at a global significance of 6%. Those circuits are there-
fore quite probably context dependent, meaning that a
SSTVDq of zero could be misleading.
When analyzing data from many circuits (Q  1), it
is often useful to summarize any observed context depen-
dence with a single number. One such candidate is the
maximum SSTVD over all circuits
max SSTVD = max
q
[SSTVDq] , (21)
and we will use this statistic in our examples later. The
motivation for max SSTVD is that it partially captures
worst-case context dependence. For example, without
context dependent SPAM, the maximum over gates of the
diamond distance between the process matrix for each
gate in the two contexts is lower bounded by the maxi-
mum true TVD over the circuits, divided by the number
of gates in the maximizing circuit. The max SSTVD is an
estimate of this maximal TVD. (This link to diamond dis-
tance suggests an interesting alternative to max SSTVD;
maxq [SSTVDq/l(q)] where l(q) is the length of circuit q).
It is also important to note that the value of max SSTVD
is, in general, strongly dependent on the choice of circuits,
even when divided by circuit length, as the most context
dependent circuit might not be in the set of circuits cho-
sen.
There are some subtleties to SSTVD, which can be-
come important in slightly unusual circumstances. Per-
haps the most significant of these is that the SSTVD of
a circuit can sometimes significantly over-estimate the
true TVD of the circuit. For example, consider a situa-
tion whereby the TVD between contexts is the same and
fairly small for all circuits, and context dependence is de-
tected in only some of the circuits (because the effect is
small, so the chance that it is detected in any particular
circuit is low). The circuits in which SSTVD is reported
as non-null must have an observed TVD large enough so
that the LLR test triggers, and the minimum such ob-
served TVD could be significantly largely than the true
TVD. If this is the case, any non-null SSTVD is a sig-
nificant over-estimate of the true TVD. Subtleties of this
sort can be accounted for by looking at additional prop-
erties of the observed TVD distribution. However, this
is not to suggest that looking at the full observed TVD
distribution is always preferable in practice: the SSTVD
is a convenient tool for highlighting the rough size of any
detected context dependence without requiring subtle,
case-specific analysis of a distribution.
IV. SIMULATED DRIFT DETECTION
In this section we present a simulated example show-
ing how to use the tools presented above to detect slow
drift. This example uses data from GST circuits, but
alternatives such as RB circuits could equally have been
used. We consider long-sequence GST (LSGST) circuits
[1] built from two gates: pi/2 rotations around σx and
σy. Each LSGST circuit begins with one of six short
state-preparation sequences, followed by one of six short
“germ” sequences repeated O(K) times, and concludes
with one of six short pre-measurement sequences. These
building blocks are chosen so that the collection of LS-
GST circuits are informationally complete [1, 40]. Here,
K ranges from 0 to 256 with logarithmic spacing, yield-
ing 1405 unique quantum circuits. Below, the size of K
is referred to as the “core” circuit length. The specific
circuits used are given in Appendix A.
We simulated repeating these circuits N = 100 times
in each of 5 consecutive time periods t = 1, 2, . . . , 5 (the
contexts). In addition to small time-independent unitary
errors in the gates, we simulated slow drift by adding
over-rotations of (t − 1) · 10−3 radians in time periods t
to both gates. We tested for drift (context dependence
between time periods) using a global significance level of
α = 5%.
There are five contexts (the five time periods), so there
are many ways to test for drift: we can implement the
tests introduced earlier on all the data (jointly compar-
ing the five contexts) and/or we can implement up to 10
pairwise comparisons between pairs of different time pe-
riods (comparing pairs of contexts). We’ll demonstrate
all of these analyses, resulting in 11 comparisons between
contexts in total. Therefore, to guarantee a global signif-
icance of 5% we perform each comparison between con-
texts at a significance of (5/11)% ≈ 0.45% (this is a
Bonferroni correction), with the aggregate LLR test and
the ICTs performed for each comparison using the par-
ticular multi-test correction procedure specified earlier
(so, for example, each aggregate LLR test is performed
at (5/22)% ≈ 0.23% significance). For the joint com-
parison of all five time periods, we find that the signed
standard deviation of the aggregate LLR Nσ, defined in
Eq. (13), is Nσ ≈ 21; the threshold for drift detection is
only Nσ ≈ 2.9 (as given by Eq. (14) with α ≈ 0.23%).
Thus we have detected drift with extremely high confi-
dence. The ICTs test also detects drift, finding 21 circuits
to be significant.
To obtain more detailed, diagnostic information, we
turn to the pairwise time period comparisons. These re-
sults are summarized in Fig. 2. The upper triangle in the
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FIG. 2. An example using our techniques for drift detection
on simulated data. Data was obtained by repeating the same
1405 circuits 100 times in each of five time periods. The
circuits contain pi/2 rotations around σx/y and are informa-
tionally complete, meaning that they are collectively sensi-
tive to drift in every aspect of gates and SPAM. Drift was
modeled as time-dependent over-rotations in both gates, by
(t − 1) · 10−3 radians in time period t = 1, 2, . . . , 5. Upper
plot, upper triangle: Nσ of total model violation for pair-
wise comparisons between the five pools. Upper plot, lower
triangle: the number of circuits that were found to contain
statistically significant drift. Lower plot: A violin plot of
the estimated Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) for each cir-
cuit vs. core circuit length for the t = 1 to t = 5 time period
comparison (“core” circuit length is defined in the main text).
Any JSD above the pseudo-threshold is significantly non-zero,
at 5% global statistical significance, implying that drift has
been rigorously detected in the associated circuits. As dis-
cussed in the main text, by looking at which circuits have a
high JSD it is possible to infer the form of the errors.
upper plot of Fig. 2 shows Nσ for each pairwise compari-
son. For the longest time difference comparison Nσ ≈ 34
(the threshold for drift detection is still Nσ ≈ 2.9). The
lower triangle in the upper plot of Fig. 2 shows the num-
ber of circuits that were found to have statistically sig-
nificant drift for each pairwise comparison. If this is zero
and the Nσ is not statistically significant then drift is
not detected for that pairwise comparison; otherwise it
is. Therefore, none of the comparisons between neigh-
boring time periods detect drift, but all other compar-
isons do detect drift. Drift is thus detected whenever
the difference in rotation angle between time periods is
at least 2 · 10−3 radians. As expected, the statistical
significance of the observed effect, as quantified by Nσ,
increased with time delay. Note that, while no drift was
detected between neighboring time periods, we know that
drift was present (because we designed the model). This
drift could have been made visible to our tools in either
of two ways. Firstly, we could have included longer se-
quences that would be more sensitive to small rotations.
Alternatively, we could simply have collected more data.
Fig. 2 also demonstrates that these tools allow for a
rough diagnosis of the drift, without requiring computa-
tionally expensive parameter estimation. The lower plot
of Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the per-circuit observed
JSDs, as defined in Eq. (15), versus “core” circuit length
(see above), for the longest delay period t = 1 vs. t = 5.
This shows that the magnitude of the drift grows with cir-
cuit length, implying that the gates are drifting, rather
than the SPAM. Note that only those circuits with an
observed JSD above the pseudo-threshold for statistical
significance, given by Eq. (17), have been flagged up by
our tests as being context dependent at 5% global signifi-
cance (there are 25 of them, as shown in the upper plot).
Looking, however, at the trend in the observed JSD dis-
tribution versus sequence length also provides additional,
if less rigorous [48], evidence of an increase in the under-
lying JSD with length (without context dependence, the
observed JSD would be uncorrelated with circuit length).
This highlights the utility of further data analysis, after
context dependence has been first detected with statisti-
cally rigorous hypothesis testing.
Looking at the specific details of the circuits, we ob-
serve that the largest observed JSDs are seen in circuits
where the same gate is repeated sequentially many times.
This strongly suggests that the gate rotation angles are
drifting, rather than the rotation axes (which those cir-
cuits would not amplify sensitivity to) or the stochastic
error rates (changes in which would manifest in all longer
sequences). This is, of course, consistent with the simu-
lated error model. Jupyter notebooks that contain this
more detailed analysis, and which can be used to repeat
and extend these simulations, are included as supplemen-
tal material [49].
V. EXPERIMENTAL DRIFT AND CROSSTALK
DETECTION
To further demonstrate the practical utility of our
tools, we applied them to detect and quantify drift and
crosstalk in the publicly accessible ibmqx3 [50][38, 51].
This is a 16-qubit superconducting device with connec-
tivity on a 2 × 8 grid, shown schematically in Fig. 3,
resembling a ladder. We ran circuits over {I,H,S} gates
on a single qubit (Q15) to see whether:
(I) The behavior of this qubit was affected by simul-
taneous CNOT gates applied to various “rungs” of
the “ladder”.
(II) The behavior of this qubit drifted in time.
To do this, we implemented the circuits of linear inver-
sion GST (LGST) [52] over {I,H,S} on Q15 in multiple
contexts. LGST is the simplest, least experimentally in-
tensive form of GST, requiring only 40 unique circuits for
8these gates. The exact circuits are listed in Appendix A,
and all the circuits are depth 7 or less. For each rung,
we compare the output of LGST circuits on Q15 in the
following time-ordered contexts:
(a) All other qubits idle.
(b) The CNOT on the rung is applied whenever a gate
is applied to Q15.
(c) All other qubits idle.
This experimental design was chosen to enable detection
and isolation of both drift and crosstalk. If no context
dependence is detected between (a) and (c), then we can
safely rule out drift. Any context dependence between
(a) and (b) may then be ascribed to crosstalk (modulo
caveats discussed later). Access constraints prohibited
running all the circuits for a rung in one submission.
Therefore, for each rung, we submitted the circuits for
each context [(a) – (c)] in sequential batches. The delay
between executed batches ranged from a few seconds to
several minutes, depending on machine availability.
Maximum
SSTVD
Q0
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8
Q12 Q11 Q10 Q9Q15 Q14 Q13
8.2% 27.7% 12.9% 5.7% 2.9% 2.9% 2.3%
FIG. 3. Quantifying the effect of CNOT gates on the per-
formance of qubit Q15 in ibmqx3 [38]. Top: a schematic of
ibmqx3 with Q15 highlighted. Circles indicate qubits and ar-
rows denote CNOT gates, pointing from the control to target.
Bottom: The effect of driving each of the seven “ladder-rung”
CNOT gates on short circuits run on qubit Q15, as quan-
tified by max SSTVD, which is an empirical, total-variation-
distance based measure that we propose for estimating worst-
case context dependence over circuits (see main text). The
max SSTVD from driving each CNOT is plotted immediately
below the corresponding rung in the schematic. The CNOT
between qubits Q14 and Q3 has a large effect on the behavior
of circuits on Q15, which corresponds to changing the out-
come probabilities of a set of short circuits on Q15 by 27.7%
in the worst case. The circuits run on Q15 were those of
linear-inversion gate set tomography, and are discussed in the
main text.
To implement the tests, we picked a global significance
of 5%. To maintain this global significance level, a Bon-
ferroni correction was used to split this 5% evenly over
the comparisons for the seven rungs and the (a) to (b)
and (a) to (c) comparisons for each rung (we do not com-
pare (b) to (c) so as to avoid additional local significance
dilution). This results in implementing each pairwise
context comparison at a significance of 514%, noting that
each pairwise comparison itself contains 40 per-circuit
comparisons (the ICTs) and an aggregate comparison,
as described earlier. (The resulting data, along with the
full analysis, is provided in supplemental material [53])
We detected no drift. That is, for all seven rungs, no
change was detected between any (a) and corresponding
(c) context. This is interesting in its own right, but it is
also critical for the crosstalk detection. This is because
it implies that any variation between any (a) and (b)
contexts is probably not due to random drift – and thus,
if differences are detected, that they are almost certainly
due to the CNOT gate on the rung in question.
Our results comparing contexts (a) and (b) for each
rung are summarized in Fig. 3, where we plot the
max SSTVD for each rung (see Eq. (21)). In all cases,
the application of CNOT gates on the other qubit pairs
influences the behavior of Q15 to a statistically significant
degree, as the max SSTVD is non-zero (the SSTVD of a
circuit is “null” if context dependence was not detected
for that circuit; see Eq. (20)). The observed maximum
SSTVD broadly decreases with the connectivity graph
distance between Q15 and the driven rung. Thus closer
CNOT gates generally affect Q15 more. For the CNOT be-
tween Q3 and Q14, one of the two closest rungs to Q15,
we observed a max SSTVD of around 28%, correspond-
ing to the gate sequence HSSSSH. For this circuit, out
of 1024 measurement results, just 2 “1” outcomes were
observed in context (a), while 286 “1” outcomes were
observed in context (b). That is, this suggests that ap-
plying the CNOT gate to this rung changed the outcome
probabilities of this circuit on Q15 by about 28%.
The obvious cause of changes from contexts (a) to (b)
is crosstalk, but there is an important caveat that needs
to be addressed before we can conclude this. The cir-
cuits on Q15 took longer when applying a CNOT to a
rung (context (b)) than when implemented in isolation
(context (a) or (c)). This is because CNOT gates take
substantially longer to implement than 1-qubit gates on
ibmqx3 [38], and in context (b) a single CNOT was ap-
plied in parallel with every gate acting on Q15. Thus a
change in the output probabilities of Q15 from context
(a) to (b) could be just due to the circuits taking longer,
allowing for more decoherence to build up on Q15.
This effect, however, will be independent of the rung
being tested, and this allows us to bound this effect. The
max SSTVDs between context (a) and (b) for the three
furthest rungs are all approximately equal (see Fig 3),
and much lower than the max SSTVDs for the other
rungs. These max SSTVDs provide a rough baseline for
the maximal amount of the context dependence that can
be attributed to this timing difference; any excess in the
max SSTVD above this level is almost certainly due to
crosstalk.
To fully isolate the crosstalk caused by a CNOT from
any change in circuit performance caused by increased
circuit duration, the time for each circuit layer should be
fixed for all contexts, which could be more easily incorpo-
rated into experiments with lower-level access to a device.
This is illustrative of the need to carefully account for all
9“nuisance contexts” that may be unintentionally or un-
avoidably changing with the context of interest. These
nuisance contexts should be removed if possible, or, as
here, accounted for when not.
VI. DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, the tools we have presented and
demonstrated herein are the first designed for detecting
and characterizing generic context dependence in generic
quantum circuits. However, one particular important ex-
ample of context dependence is crosstalk, and there is al-
ready a widely used tool for characterizing crosstalk: si-
multaneous randomized benchmarking (SRB) [7, 9]. For
this reason, we now briefly discuss the relationship be-
tween our tools and SRB. In essence, SRB involves com-
paring a qubit’s RB error rates in two contexts, corre-
sponding to (1) leaving neighbor qubits idle, and (2) driv-
ing them. This then provides a quantification of crosstalk
in terms of the increase in the RB error rate caused by
driving neighboring qubits.
Our methods complement those of SRB: our tools are
not restricted to RB circuits, but unlike SRB they can-
not directly provide a “crosstalk error rate” for the gates.
Moreover, our methods can’t be applied directly to SRB
data, because SRB uses independently sampled (and so
almost certainly different) random sequences in each con-
text. Our methods can, however, be used in concert
with the SRB analysis if SRB is modified slightly, so
that each random sequence appears in both the driven-
and undriven-neighbor(s) contexts. With data from cir-
cuits of this sort, our tools complement the standard SRB
analysis; they provide statistically rigorous crosstalk de-
tection, something not directly addressed by the SRB
analysis. Moreover, our tools allows for the testing
of each individual random SRB sequence for sensitiv-
ity to driving, and this can potentially help to iden-
tify the main sources of crosstalk (particularly if using
varied-sampling-distribution RB methods such as those
in Ref. [8]).
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Improving the performance of future quantum proces-
sors will require quantifying, understanding, and even-
tually mitigating a wide variety of context-dependent er-
rors, such as crosstalk [7–9] and drift [23]. The techniques
presented and demonstrated here are simple, general, and
statistically rigorous ways to detect and quantify context-
dependent errors, independent of their underlying phys-
ical causes. These methods are also computationally
lightweight, and can be applied to any collection of quan-
tum circuits on any number of qubits. We therefore rec-
ommend that almost all device characterization protocols
should be augmented with these tools. They can even be
applied to archived data if any context-identifying infor-
mation, such as time stamps, was kept. We expect that
these techniques will contribute to the toolkit for cali-
brating and debugging next-generation qubits. For easy
use, they have been integrated into (and documented in)
the open-source pyGSTi software package [54].
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Appendix A: Circuit details
In this appendix we describe the sets of quantum cir-
cuits used in the simulations and experiments of the main
text. The circuits are from two forms of gate set tomog-
raphy (GST) [1–4]: Long-sequence GST (LSGST) [1] cir-
cuits are used for the simulations, while linear-inversion
GST (LGST) [52] circuits are used for the experiments
on ibmqx3. Below we only specify the circuits used, not
how this set of circuits were chosen. For more informa-
tion on how to choose GST circuits, see Ref. [1] and the
Jupyter notebooks accompanying this paper.
Following the notation of Ref. [1], the idle gate and
gates corresponding to pi/2 rotations around σx and
σy are denoted by Gi, Gx, and Gy, respectively. The
Hadamard and phase gates are denoted by Gh and Gs,
respectively, where the phase gate is the unitary that
maps |x〉 → ix|x〉 for x = 0, 1. The null gate operation
of “do nothing for no time” is denoted by “{}”. Circuits
are specified in operation order, not matrix multiplica-
tion order. For example, the sequence denoted GhGs
means “perform a Hadamard gate, followed by a phase
gate”.
To succinctly list the circuits used in the simulations
and experiments, it is necessary to first review the struc-
ture of GST circuits. Although not necessary, the GST
circuits herein fix all state preparations to the |0〉 state,
and all measurements to be in the σz basis, so we’ll spe-
cialize to that case. All GST circuits contain one of sev-
eral short gate sequences at the beginning of the circuit,
as well as another sequence at the end. This is to achieve
tomographic completeness, by simulating informationally
complete state preparations and measurements. These
short sequences are referred to as fiducials. Given a gate
set G, a set of preparation fiducials F (p) and a set of mea-
surement fiducials F (m), the collection of LGST circuits
is the set of all circuits of the form:
F, ∀F ∈ F (p) ∪ F (m),
FpFm, ∀Fp ∈ F (p), ∀Fm ∈ F (m),
FpGFm, ∀Fp ∈ F (p), ∀G ∈ G, ∀Fm ∈ F (m).
Note that some circuits may appear more than once when
iterating over all three forms of circuit and all possible
combinations of gates, preparation fiducials and measure-
ment fiducials. (And, naturally, a circuit is only added
to the list of LGST circuits once). From above, it follows
that to define a set of LGST circuits it is only necessary
to specify the sets G, F (p) and F (m). For the experiments
run on ibmqx3, we used the circuits of LGST with:
G = {Gi, Gh, Gs},
F (p) = {{}, Gh, GhGs, GhGsGs},
F (m) = {{}, Gh, GsGh, GhGsGh}.
In addition to the circuits of LGST, LSGST uses a
further collection of sequences constructed from powers
of a set of germs. Like the preparation and measurement
fiducials, the germs are short sequences of gates from G.
Denote the germ set by G, with the length of germ g
denoted by `(g). For LSGST we also need to choose a
maximum “germ power” Lmax = 2
k for some positive
integer k. LSGST consists of all the circuits of LGST
along with all gate sequences of the form
Fpg
b L`(g)cFm, ∀g ∈ G, ∀L ∈ {1, 2, 4, . . . , Lmax},
where, as above, Fp and Fm run over all preparation and
measurement fiducials, respectively. Again, these circuits
may not all be unique, or unique from the set of LGST
circuits that they are combined with.
For the simulations presented in the main text to il-
lustrate drift detection, we used LSGST circuits with
Lmax = 256 and:
G = {Gx, Gy},
F (p) = F (m) = {{}, Gx, Gy, G2x, G3x, G3y},
G = {Gx, Gy, GxGy, G2xGy, GxG2y, G2xGyGxG2y}.
This results in 1405 circuits, as stated in the main text.
